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Your home directory was either in /home2  (BME-NOVA), /users (BME-NOVA) or /work (BME-

SUN). All backups are on bigdata:/bigdata/renlab/X 

  Original  backups 
QWANG /home2  X=homebak/bk.day.0 (1/2/2015) 
CHANGSHENG 
RQ875 
SYC384 
CH38988 (backup only) 
DAVBELL 
PREN 
Bkiheon 
yshao 

  Original  Backups 
MH43854 /users  X=usersbak/bk.day.2 
TL24629 
WUDI (backup only) 
KM38465 
YUES  
 

TIPS: 

1) You can ssh into venus, then BME-SUN and then nodes. Avoid NOVA. 

2) Everyone now has a temporary home folder on SUN:/work (“pwd” and you will see). 

This temporary folder is small so please only use it for important programs and tools, 

not storage. 

3) Avoid writing to /home, /home2, /users on NOVA. It will bog down the whole system. 

Read is less problematic but avoid also if you can. Always use “renice +20 process_ID” to 

make sure your IO operations have lower priority/will not slow down the system. 

4) Use “top” to see if your program is only using a small percentage of CPU, which means it 

is doing too much disk access and CPU is waiting. You need to rewrite your program 

and/or move your process to use local drives (/scratch). 

5) Every node (node31 to 206) has a /scratch where you can run your jobs, put your input 

and output. Please create subdirectory inside /scratch for yourself. 

a. “df –h” on the node and you will see big scratch is. 

b. GENOME, Node31 to  node38 (genome2) have large scratches of  500GB to 1TB 

c. Node100 and above usually has 200GB scratch disk 

d. You can ssh into bigdata from the nodes or workstations, so you can move file 

before and after your calculations to/from the nodes using “scp” or “rsync.”  Let 

me know if your account doesn’t work on bigdata. 

6) In general, avoid writing out many small files in several levels of subdirectories. 

Open/close file operations are slow; it is better to have all data in the memory so it is 

better to open a single large file (< mem size). Use archive option for TINKER output.  
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